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Sakon and ukon reddit

Edit Share Sakon and the unnamed Ukon genkai kekkei give them the unique ability to break down their bodies to a molecular level. Both brothers usually use this ability to share the same body but can also use it to fuse with other people's bodies and destroy host cells from within. When Sakon needs help, Ukon is able to remove some parts of his body to
assist Sakon in blocking or attacking. Ukon's arms and legs can emerge from Sakon's hands to increase strength and quantity for his physical attacks. If necessary, Ukon can separate himself from Sakon's body so that the two can attack independently. While this can be an effective way to double-team opponents, Ukon is not used to leaving Sakon's body
and is much weaker when he does. While inside the body of others, however, they are prone to any injury that befalls the host, in theory allowing the host to commit suicide to kill one of the brothers. After their separation, if there is an injury that befalls one of the brothers, they can join each other to heal. In this way, their healing rate is much faster than that
of a normal human being, despite draining a large amount of chakra. If Sakon is a person who falls asleep for healing, Ukon will have difficulty because he is not used to being the main body. After integrating Sakon and Ukon's DNA into himself, Kabuto gained access to this kekkei genkai. [1] Naruto reference chapter 585, page 4 Community content is
available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. You must be registered to see the image I will immerse you in a sea of pain and fear, and cause you to live eternity hoping for the happiness of death! Basic InformationName: Kidomaru Nickname: The First | Kidomaru of East Gate Gender: Male Age: 14 Clan: N/A Looks: Kidōmaru is a dark-skinned shinobi
with black hair and eyes, and also has six arms. He was wearing a sleeveless black top and shorts under a tunic bearing the Sound Four symbol and a rope belt. He also wore his village forehead protector along with arm warmers, shinobi sandals and bandages around his legs. He carried a bow and sword on his back, pre-built of sticky gold and web thread.
Personality: Kidōmaru generally sees fighting as a game, and often plays around with opponents because he prefers to have fun seeing opponents struggle. His speech also reflected this when fighting Neji Hyūga, he referred to Neji as a minor character and analyzed his situation using typical game language (levels and difficulties). Like the rest of the
Sound Four, he's very arrogant with his opponents. He the only sound four member who doesn't have a perception of morality. You must be registered to view images of Village InformationVillage of Birth: Otogakure Village of Alliance: Sunagakure Rank//Chakra InformationNinja Rank: S-Class Ninja Specialty: Spider Contract | | Gold | Archery Element:
Raiton - A | Doton - C | Suiton - D-Rank Your Ninjutsu: Genjutsu - B | Ninjutsu - In Progress | Spider Contract Heaven's Cursed Seal Level 1 Rank : A Type: Supplementary/Defense Range: Short Chakra: 30 (-10 to user per turn) Damage: N/A Description: The user will partially unseal the cursed, giving him more chakra and more power, as the Senjutsu
Chakra contained in the seal is released into the user's body in reduced amounts. A patterned red line that stretches from the Cursed Seal on the user's body alone through the user's body, covering it in repeated patterns as their bodies soar with chakra. When the country is done, the lines will be solid black. When active, the seal actively consumes the
user's chakra to produce and fuel the Senjutsu Chakra into his body. While at this stage the user gets +10 damage to his element Ninjutsu and +5 to his Taijutsu. His physical strength is slightly improved as much as his speed. Note: Lasts for 5 rounds. Note: Can be disabled se seon. Note: It can be used once. Kidomaru Teknik D-Rank (Kumo Nento no
Jutsu) - Spider Sticking Spit Technique Rank: D Type: Supplementary Range: Short - Mid Chakra cost: 10 Damage points: N/A Description: Emitting a stream of cobwebs from his mouth, Kidōmaru will grab his closest opponent, allowing him to swing it. Note: It can only be used by Kidōmaru C-rank (Kumo Sōka no Jutsu) - Spider Web Flower Technique
Rank: C Type: Offensive Range: Short - Mid Chakra cost: 15 Damage points: N/A Description: A special adhesive net released from Kidoumaru's mouth. These webs, created with chakra, attach to their prey and do not release them. The Nets themselves are very small, but can be made in a fraction of a second, so raising the arrest rate by spitting at several
in a row is possible. This is a useful technique against several enemies. Anyone caught by two layered nets affixed to a wall or tree behind them. Note: It can only be used by Kidōmaru. (Kumo Sōkei no Jutsu) - Spider Web Area Technique Rank: C Type: Supplementary Range: Short - Long Chakra cost: 15 Damage points: N/A Description: Kidōmaru can
send chakra through his cobwebs to directly detect enemy approaches stupid enough to touch them. This thread is spread in all directions and is so sensitive that not even the slightest disturbance from the air will not go unnoticed. Also, the threads are very thin, they can hardly be seen, yet they are stronger than steel wires. This technique is especially
useful in enemy territory when Kidōmaru needs to rest while staying alert. Note: It can only be used by Kidōmaru. (Kumo Nenkin no Jutsu) - Spider Sticky Gold Technique Rank: C Supplementary Range: Short - Long Chakra cost: 15 Damage points: N/A Description: Kidōmaru uses this technique to harden the gold metal he releases like sweat. Tje Tje
created from this process forms the essence of his fighting style. This metal hardens like steel when in contact with air, so by chewing it in its mouth and changing its shape Kidōmaru can create a weapon suitable for each battle. Since it immediately hardens, a direct attack from a distance is possible. Note: It can only be used by Kidōmaru (Kumo Shibari no
Jutsu) - Spider Bind Technique Rank: C Type: Supplementary Range: Short Chakra cost: 15 Damage points: 30 Description: After performing a one-handed seal, the user collects his spider's woven into his mouth, Kidōmaru spits it into a vast web pattern. The web can envelop its enemies and bind them to nearby surfaces. Chakra flows through the web,
making it difficult to escape from it. Note: It can only be used by Kidōmaru. (Burū jorogumo) - Blue Joro Spider Rank: C Type: Supplementary Range: Short - Long Chakra cost:15 Damage points: N/A Description: After performing the required hand seal sequence Ram → Dog → Rat and using this technique is simply manipulation of the web by a caller or
spider called. When used by web spiders the radiated web hardens into nails. Callers can also emit the web from their mouths and manipulate it into things like nets to trap opponents. Note: Can only be used by members who have a B-Rank spider contract (Kumo Mayu no Jutsu) - Spider Cocoon Technique Rank: B Type: Supplementary Range: Short
Chakra cost: 20 Damage points: N/A Description: This technique creates a web cocoon around the opponent, paralyzing it and leaving it open to other jutsus. The infertility comes from Kidōmaru mixing his chakra with his bodily fluids. The technique is so delicate that even after leaving his body, his chakra will still continue to flow through the thread to hold his
opponent in place. Note: It can only be used by Kidōmaru (Kumosōkai no Jutsu) - Spider Web Unrolling Technique Rank: B Type: Supplementary Range: Short - Mid Chakra cost: 20 Damage points: N/A Description: A web that captures and contains all enemies attacking from the front. Kidōmaru catches his enemies off guard by releasing them while in the
air. Quickly deploying a ball of thread with his six feet the web covers a large area. Imbued chakra threads cannot be cut even by daggers. The sticky and elastic thread is so strong that even an elephant that pulls each end will not break it. The enemy is not able to succumb to muscle, let alone fight. After his capture, their fate was in Kidōmaru's hands. Also,
according to Kidōmaru, it can hold more than five tons. However this web can be destroyed through the use of Gentle Fist. Note: It can only be used by Kidōmaru. (Amagumo no jutsu) - Rain of Spiders Technique Rank: B Type: Supplementary Short - Mid Chakra cost: 20 Damage points: N/A Description: After Kidōmaru summoned Kyodaigumo (giant
spider), he will release a release Egg sacs full of baby spiders each roughly the size of a small dog. Kidōmaru then cuts open the tactic, causing the spider to rain down on his opponent. Each spider rotates the strands of the wicket as they fall, thus surrounding the opponent in the wicket and pinning them to the ground. The web is B-Rank and the sack
contains about 20 spiders. Note: It can only be used by Kidōmaru. A-Rank (Nenkin no Yoroi) - Armour of Sticky Gold Rank: A Type: Supplementary Range: Short Chakra cost: 30 Damage points: N/A Description: By removing its Sticky Gold from its pores, Kidōmaru can quickly create temporary armor capable of blocking chakras that have been exposed to
oxygen and even block the Hyuuga clan's special taijutsu style, (but as the armor becomes hard it can be broken easily by a fairly powerful attack from the same rank or above) Note: It can only be used by Kidōmaru. Background InformationHistory: Kidōmaru made his first appearance with the rest of the Sound Four, erecting a barrier to keep others from
intervening in Orochimaru's fight with the Third Hokage. He and the rest of the Sound Four then escorted Orochimaru as he fled. Kidōmaru uses his Spider Bind technique to prevent the ANBU Konoha from following them. The Sound Four were escorting Sasuke Uchiha when he decided to join hands with Orochimaru. After Sasuke's Retrieval Team finds the
Sound Four after leaving Chōji to deal with Jirōbō, Kidōmaru allows his comrades to come forward while he catches and plays-wife with their pursuers. Because Naruto could use shadow clones, Kidomaru decided to kill him first. Kidōmaru slowly takes the clones off to try and find the real one. When all turns out to be shadow clones, the real Naruto attacks
Kidōmaru from behind. He avoids and captures Naruto and tries to kill him but is stopped by Neji, who frees him for freeing others from Kidōmaru's wicket using his Gentle Fist. Neji involves Kidōmaru in battle after the others advance. Kidōmaru was initially convinced that he could kill Neji very quickly but he was eventually defeated by him. Others you need
to be registered to see images of Kidōmaru's Unique Body Abilities have unique body structures. She has two pairs of extra arms, which basically give her a total of eight appendages, relating to her spider theme. This allows him to add strength or variety to his attacks, hold multiple tools, simultaneously perform several tasks, and form several hand seals at
once. He can also use some arms to pull his bowstring into tremendous tension, drastically increases the strength of the arrows. He also has a third eye on his forehead, usually hidden by his forehead protector. In a serious battle, he will reveal an eye. This eye improves its perception and accuracy by a significant amount, allowing it to determine the vitals of
the enemy With the arrows. Spider Webs and Sticky Gold Kidōmaru have the ability to create cobwebs by infusing their saliva or sweat with chakra. This thread is very sticky, yet durable and elastic. This is because his chakras continue to flow through the net, and they cannot be cut with normal tools such as kunai. He can use it to bind, trap, or even use just
to sense the enemy. However, Gentle Fist can cut it, because the fighting style is based on the use of the user's chakra to attack the right points. He can also make thicker golden liquids that harden into chakra-blocking metals that come into contact with the air. By chewing the cobweb liquid inside his mouth, he can make it denser and like chewing gum,
allowing him to form makeshift weapons. However, this hardened material can instead be released through sweat pores and made into body covering armor that can actually defend it from physical attacks, metal throwing weapons, and even chakra-based attacks, such as Gentle Fist. Eventually, he was able to form his most deadly bow and arrow that could
destroy trees when fired. Picture: You must be registered to view pictures you must be registered to view images of Theme Song and Background Music: Battle Status Won: 1000 Missing: -1000 Dropping ~ Approved ~ Last edited by moderator: Apr 6, 2014 Cool bio, btw there are 14 , when this was approved want to fight tayuya my bio ? Reaction: Shade
Masa Nice and ^^ Great bio! The titles are Sakon and Ukon and Biography is Kidomaru. You better change it by asking mod &gt;_&gt; Nice bio ^^ What does Zen say... Bio cool though Kidoumaru? Good. You have to make some friends along with the Typhon Oro bio and create five sounds. xD xD
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